Anchors and signals: the diverse roles of integrins in development.
Integrins mediate cell adhesion by providing a link between the actin cytoskeleton and the extracellular matrix. As well as acting to anchor cells, integrin adhesions provide sensory input via mechanotransduction and synergism with signaling pathways, and provide the cell with the conditions necessary for differentiation in a permissive manner. In this review, we explore how integrins contribute to development, and what this tells us about how they work. From a signaling perspective, the influence of integrins on cell viability and fate is muted in a developmental context as compared to cell culture. Integrin phenotypes tend to arise from a failure of normally specified cells to create tissues properly, due to defective adhesion. The diversity of integrin functions in development shows how cell adhesion is continuously adjusted, both within and between animals, to fit developmental purpose.